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In The Garden  |  John 20:11-20  |  October 30, 2016 

William J. Petersen & Ardythe Petersen, Hymns: Inspiring Stories About 600 Hymns and Praise 

Songs, (Tyndale, 2006). 

Austin Miles (1868-1946) had a job as a pharmacist and a hobby as a photographer, but in his church he 

was known as the song leader and occasionally a songwriter.  On his first songwriting effort, a publisher 

not only offered him a contract but also offered him a job as an editor.  It all went well for Miles in the 

music business, until one day his boss told him that he needed a special kind of song for their next 

hymnal.  It had to be “sympathetic in tone, breathing tenderness in every line; one that would bring 

hope to the hopeless, rest for the weary, and downy pillows in dying beds.”  It was a tall order, but 

Austin Miles opened his Bible to his favorite chapter, John 20, and tried to re-create the scene with his 

photographer’s eye.  He recalled it this way:  “I seemed to be standing at the entrance of a garden, 

looking down a gently winding path, shaded by olive branches.  A woman in white, with head bowed, 

walked slowly into the shadows.  It was Mary.”  Then the words came to him, and he wrote as quickly as 

he could the words that we now have as the song “In the Garden.”  567 

TEXT:  John 20:11-18 

20:11 – Weeping = klaiousa [Present Active Participle Nominative Feminine Singular – klaio] 

NIDNTT, Vol. 2 

Lament, Sorrow, Weep, Groan – Laughter and tears, and joy and sorrow belong together as elements of 

human emotion.  Sorrow may manifest itself in weeping, or other outward demonstrations of grief or 

remain concealed as inner anguish.  In Greek several verbs are used to express this range of emotions.  

Klaio, weep, cry out, expresses man’s immediate and outward reaction to suffering.  Kopto stresses the 

aspect of public grief, which can manifest itself in various customs such as smiting the breast, cutting 

oneself, wailing or singing set funeral dirges.  Lypeo covers the widest range from physical pain to 

inward grief; in general it means in the active to give pain, and in the passive to be grieved.  416 

20:16 – Teacher = Rabboni 

TDNT, Vol. VI 

John uses Rabbi frequently.  Two of the disciples of John call Jesus Rabbi in Jn. 1:38, and the Evangelist 

correctly explains to his readers that the Hebrew word means [Teacher].  Similarly Jesus is greeted by 

Nathanael as Rabbi (Jn. 1:49), then again by Nicodemus (3:2), the crowd (6:25), and the disciples (4:31; 

9:2; 11:8).  Twice we find Rabboni, which does not differ significantly from Rabbi: at Mk. 10:51 on the 

lips of the blind man at Jericho, and at Jn. 20:16 as the term with which Mary addresses the Risen Lord.  

964 

SUBJECT:  Hope 
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Hope = elpis 

NIDNTT, Vol. 2 

Of the various terms which express hope or expectancy, the most frequently used and the richest in 

meaning in the NT Greek are the noun elpis, the verb elizo and their derivatives.  Both words denote, on 

the one hand, the act of hoping, but both include also the idea of the object hoped for.  Thus ta 

elpizomena means the good things hoped for, and elpis the object of good hope as well as the act of 

hope.    238 

In the OT:  Hoping as an act stands in the foreground and occurs in promises and exhortations, but most 

of all as a confession of assurance, especially in the Psalms…  The horizon of hope in the OT stretches far 

beyond what the majority of witnesses could see in terms of personal hope for their individual lives.  It 

embraces Yahweh’s coming in glory, his reign over a new earth, the conversion of Israel and the nations, 

and the new covenant, based on the forgiveness of sins.  239-240 

NT:  In the NT the words never indicate a vague or a fearful anticipation, but always the expectation of 

something good.  In the Redeemer the world’s day of salvation has broken in as God’s great “today”.  

What was previously future has now in him become present for faith: justification, personal relationship 

to God as his child, the indwelling of the Holy Spirit, the new people of God comprising believers from 

Israel and the nations.  241-242 

As (good hope), hope is a gift of the Father’s grace (2 Thess. 2:16) like faith, and is therefore aroused 

through the message of salvation (Col. 1:23) in which we receive our call.  In this the goal of hope in all 

its riches gives enlightenment (Eph. 1:18), and hope unites those who have been called (Eph. 4:4).  

Through the power of the Holy Spirit we receive a superabundance of hope (Rom. 15:13), for he is given 

us as the first fruits (Rom. 8:23).  His indwelling in believers is the guarantee of their resurrection (Rom. 

8:11)…  One cannot separate hope as a personal attitude from the objective content of hope, since hope 

is not a theoretical knowledge about a promised future salvation but a function of a living faith…  NT 

hope is a patient, disciplined, confident waiting for and expectation of the Lord as our Saviour…  This 

waiting is something active, for it involves overcoming.  Those who hope are comforted and confident (2 

Cor. 5:8; 2 Thess. 2:16; 1 Thess. 4:18).  Hoping is disciplined waiting.  243-244 

Timothy Keller, Center Church, (Zondervan, 2012). 

In his book The Real American Dream: A Meditation on Hope, Columbia University scholar Andrew 

Delbanco gives a history of what American culture has put its hope in over the years, under the headings 

“God,” “Nation,” and “Self.”  He observes that the original Americans believed that life had meaning and 

our nation had a purpose because we lived for the glory of God.  This later changed to a narrative of 

scientific and moral progress – and particularly of democratic values – promoted in the world through 

the growth of the United States.  However, today “hope has narrowed to the vanishing point of the self 

alone,” so that America’s history of hope is “one of diminution.”  In the last part of his short book, 

Delbanco argues that we are now in a cultural crisis.  To say that the meaning of life is mere self-
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fulfillment cannot give a society the resources necessary to create a cohesive, healthy culture.  A 

narrative must give people a reason for sacrifice – for living and dying – and the self-fulfillment narrative 

cannot do it.  129 

Delbanco quotes the philosopher Theodor Adorno, who “recognized that in modern culture the 

‘pretense of individualism . . . increases in proportion to the liquidation of the individual’ – by which he 

meant that the modern self tries to compensate with posturing and competitive self-display as it feels 

itself more and more cut off from anything substantial or enduring.”  A few pages later, Delbanco writes 

the following: 

Alexis de Tocqueville’s detection of a “strange melancholy in the midst of abundance”: has a 

special salience today – because while we have gotten very good at deconstructing old stories 

(the religion that was the subject of my first chapter was one such story; the nationalism that 

was the subject of my second chapter was another), when it comes to telling new ones, we are 

blocked…  We live in an age of unprecedented wealth, but… the ache for meaning goes 

unrelieved. 

In short, if we are allowed the absolute freedom to define and create ourselves, we become untethered 

from anything bigger or more enduring than ourselves.  The result is meaninglessness, loss of moorings, 

and increasing hopelessness about the future.  This is an enormous opening and opportunity for 

persuasive gospel communication to contemporary secular people.  129 

Miroslav Volf and William Katerberg, Editors, The Future of Hope:  Christian Tradition amid 

Modernity and Postmodernity, (Eerdmans, 2004). 

The challenge of Christian hope remains that of opening oneself to a hope that is not wish fulfillment or 

thinly veiled ideology.  In other words, Christians must strive for a disciplined hope.  But how can one 

say neither too little (and risk despair) nor too much (and risk an overdetermined ideology)? My 

argument is that such discipline is available from a related field of study… from what is called the 

apophatic tradition.  Apophasis, literally the “flight from speech,” is “the name of that theology which is 

done against the background of human ignorance of the nature of God.”  Often called “negative 

theology,” it is theology that struggles to remain aware of what we do not and cannot know or say 

about God and the mysteries of faith.  It is the disciplined speech of “unknowing” and “learned 

ignorance” before the mysterious presence of God.  By making use of apophatic methods of disciplined 

speech, eschatology may learn to speak of hope without overdetermination, to navigate between the 

presumption of claiming to know too much and the emptiness of knowing nothing at all.  An apophatic 

eschatology [view of the future] seeks to preserve the “learned ignorance” that follows from the fact 

that our hope is not fundamentally in any particular social or political arrangement, but in the infinite 

mystery of God.  103 – Kevin L. Hughes 

In Gregory of Nyssa [335-395], we may see the logic of apophatic eschatology worked out most 

carefully.  Like Paul and Augustine, many Christian writers recommended negative theology based upon 

the epistemological limitations of mortality.  The imperfect vision of this life will be perfected in the 
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beautific vision, where we shall truly behold the glory of God.  But the negations of apophatic theology 

result from the infinite mystery of God more than from the epistemological limitations of finitude.  Thus, 

Gregory of Nyssa concludes that life with God in the eschaton [future glory] will never cease to be 

ineffable [“incapable of being expressed or described; unspeakable”].  This ineffability is due not to the 

distance of God, or to finitude or sin, but to the very abundance of the gift of God’s presence, whose 

sweetness is always more than we can digest.  Divine presence will remain mysterious eternally, since 

it is by its very divinity beyond all knowledge, whether of this life or the next.  “The soul grows by its 

constant participation in that which transcends it; and yet the perfection in which the soul shares 

remains ever the same, and is always discovered by the soul to be transcendent to the same degree,” 

says Gregory.  For him, even after death life is the infinite progress of the soul deeper and deeper into 

the mystery of God. 

In our constant participation in the blessed nature of the Good, the graces that we receive at 

every point are indeed great, but the path that lies beyond our immediate grasp is infinite.  This 

will constantly happen to those who thus share in the divine Goodness, and they will always 

enjoy a greater and greater participation in grace throughout all eternity. . . . Thus they never 

stop rising, moving from one new beginning to the next, and the beginning of ever greater 

graces is never limited of itself. 

Even in heaven we shall always, and without end, have to transcend our own conceptions progressively, 

in light of the ever deeper mystery of God.  To extend Augustine’s argument, we shall indeed share in 

those divine realities, but we will never be sated by them.  Rather, the experience of each “moment” of 

eternal life will spur desire for even more of the infinite depths of God.  For Gregory, then, the 

ineffability of God promises that eternal life is formally much like our own here and now – that mystical 

theology is very closely allied with eschatology, as both describe the movement of the soul “from glory 

to glory,” even deeper into the ineffable presence of God.  116-117 

 

 

 

 

 

 


